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The truth about Billy Meier – "UFO-Billy"
The UFO contact person, Billy Meier, is often attacked by uninformed people who do not have the slightest
knowledge of Billy’s entire contacts and his mission, about his wherefrom, whereto and why, his tasks and all
things that go with it, nor have they ever met Billy personally. This is proven also by the fact that Billy’s real and
full name, namely Eduard Albert Meier, as a rule, is only familiar to a handful of co-workers, some
acquaintances, and the members of the FIGU (Freie Interessengemeinschaft für Grenz- und
Geisteswissenschaften und Ufologiestudien). Even fewer people know how Eduard Albert Meier got the name
Billy or that his name was put down 10,000 years ago in documents which were preserved, handed down, and
still exist now on Earth. The name Billy is not only used by the public all over the world and by Billy’s closest
associates but often also by the extraterrestrials (ETs).
Unfactual criticism and dishonest people who think Billy’s contacts and mission are impossible, defame and
accuse him of being a charlatan or worse, and try to ridicule him. However, they are, as a rule, unknowing
about the issues and connections and, therefore, they don't have the ability to deliver any realistic and
competent assessment of the mission, the contacts, or Billy’s person.
In order to give an assessment that is realistic and corresponds to the facts, one has to deal with these matters
for many years in a serious, honest and intensive way to get to know the pertinent and multifaceted information,
to study intensely the facts, and to get to know Billy. As a rule, this has been the case with only a few closely
associated individuals, as well as with several outsiders who publicly announce their positive feelings towards
Billy Meier and his contacts. In honest lectures, seminars, radio and TV programs, in films, newspapers and
magazines, the "Billy Meier Case" is called unique in the world by well-informed circles. There is probably no
other case as richly documented by witnesses’ testimonies and material as this one, even though none of the
witnesses has ever had personal contact with extraterrestrials. (This privilege was granted exclusively to Billy
by the extraterrestrials who come from the planet Erra in the open star cluster of the Pleiaren. They have never
had personal conversations or conscious telepathy with any other person.)
Typically enough, the witnesses agree having experienced, seen and heard peculiar, often inexplicable
phenomena, which only could be in connection with Billy’s contacts. Those eye and ear witnesses by no means
consist solely of Billy’s friends and co-workers, but also consist of completely unrelated persons, e.g.,
spectators who took part in a rock music festival in 1976 on the Bachtel mountain near Ettenhausen (between
Hinwil and Wetzikon in the Canton of Zürich), from where they witnessed nocturnal beamship demonstrations,
etc. But also previous members of Billy’s group (which has loosely existed since 1975), who call themselves
today (1989) his arch enemies, have to admit that they had phenomenal experiences regarding UFOs and ETs.
What is sure is that Billy himself did not strive for these contacts, rather he was invited by the Plejaren thereto –
because of a thousands of years old task. Furthermore, it is a proven fact that the reasons why Billy was willing
for these contacts, was not out of pathological craving for profit, publicity, or personal fame, which can be
evidenced by his withdrawn lifestyle. The contacts to the extraterrestrials coming from the Plejaren however did
not take place for his own pleasure, because behind all this, there stands a huge, worldwide mission which
must be fulfilled by many human beings. Relating to this mission many texts have been written, in parts
transmitted by higher spirit-forms and also by the Plejaren, the existence and origination of which Billy's
enemies have no idea. Partially these texts were written by Billy himself, some upon request by the Plejaren.
All these texts, beginning with the contact reports right up to the latest work, the OM, (up to 1989/2014 a great
many of other writings [books, booklets, Spiritual Teaching, etc.] have been and will be published) can be
obtained from FIGU, Semjase-Silver-Star-Center, Hinterschmidrüti 1225, CH-8495 Schmidrüti/ZH, Switzerland;
please see actual price list.
Many years of experience with all kinds of people have shown that those who try to discriminate against Billy
and call everything into question, are obviously enviers, pseudo-scientists, sectarians, fanatics, schizophrenics,
or simply slanderers. In particular, they seem to be people who, because of some strange weltanschauung,
political or religious motivations, do not want the truth to be true and therefore are willing to trample the truth
into the ground, to suppress it and to defame it, even if it means going over dead bodies, and to boundlessly
besmirch and destroy the reputation of another human being.
by FIGU
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Interview of the ‹Magazin 2000› with Billy, November 20, 1988
When I, Billy Meier, am supposed to give an answer and explanation concerning the Plejaren, their life,
philosophy, life-conduct, and mission, it is absolutely essential to mention the Creation, its laws and
recommendations, as well as the ancestors of the Plejaren, the old Lyranians/Lyraner and Vegans/Weganer,
and also the human beings of Earth of olden days and modern times who had been influenced by them, as well
as myself, i.e., my spirit form, which is – as power, middleman, and proclaimer – inseparably united with and
closely related to the ancient and contemporary human beings of Earth, Lyranians/Lyraner, Vegans/Weganer,
Plejaren, and the spirit level "Arahat Athersata".
The answers and explanations cannot be given in a brief, banal, superficial, meaningless, fatuous, bland and
colourless way as it would be possible and is the case with supposed talented ones, those accompanied by
spiritual leaders, with apostles, proclaimers of god, Jesus and angels, chosen ones, channellers, and other
supposedly supernaturally capable ones, enlightened ones, seers and prophets and salvation bringers by their
own blessing, and as is also the case with would-like-to-be-contact-persons (99.97% of all assertions hereof
are only swindle, lying and deception, schizophrenia and the like, because only 203 of 1 million of the
assertions hereof are according to the truth, and also these 203 only have impulse-contact in for them
unconscious form), who claim to have contact with extraterrestrial life forms or higher spirit forms, yes even
with god, saints or Jesus Christ, with those of the other world or other dimensioned ones. They spread all these
meaningless, wrong, banal, and delusional supposed news, messages, prophecies, threats, and incredible
stories to their lowly intelligent and misguided believers.
The mission of the Plejaren – myself as middleman and proclaimer – the Lyranians/Lyraner and
Vegans/Weganer, in connection with the human-beings of Earth and the all-embracing Creation with its laws
and recommendations, comprise a horrendous knowledge of material, spiritual and very compact form. It
simply cannot be pulled out of its fundamental connections and trivially be told or even be explained in
individual items. This knowledge of the entire mission and history involving the Plejaren, Lyranians/Lyraner,
and Vegans/Weganer, human beings of Earth and myself, i.e. my spirit form, as well as the Creation and its
laws and recommendations, etc., is so compact and extensive, that every single question can often only be
answered comprehensively in connection with other questions. If there is not given attention and enough
consideration to this, then inevitably misunderstandings, misapprehension, irrationality, chaos and falsifications
will occur which are detrimental, contradictory, destructive and irrational to the truth and go directly against it.

1st Question:
Ozone holes, climatic catastrophes, earthquakes, hurricanes, AIDS, the nuclear threat ... the situation
on Earth appears to be threatening. What do the Plejaren say to all this?
5th Question:
According to the extraterrestrials, how can we still save Earth here and now?
Answer:
Earthquakes: Not all earthquakes should be blamed on humankind and its applied technology; many are of
purely natural origin and are connected with the natural developmental cycles of Earth, even though the human
being must be blamed for triggering some devastating earthquakes, for instance through the construction of
artificial lakes, overexploitation of oil and gas, as well as through the construction of gigantic cities.
Hurricanes: Tornados and hurricanes are closely connected to climatic changes often associated with the
human being's mismanagement against nature, e.g., the cutting down of entire forests, the construction of river
barrages and artificial lakes, the destruction of cultivated land through harmful chemicals and poisons, the
overfertilisation and clearing and devastation of land, etc., A-bomb tests, the activities and their consequences
of nuclear power plants, the burning of fossil energy sources, and the utilisation of modern chemicals and
poisons.
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Ozone Holes: The destruction of the ozone layer is caused by the same human carelessness (Schlamperei)
and bungling, mainly through the usage of fluorinated hydrocarbons, nitrogen oxide, nuclear radiations, and
through released exhaust gases etc., from the explosive engines (more information can be found in the
Plejadisch-plejarisch contact reports from 1975, which already contain a warning by the Plejaren regarding the
destruction of the ozone layer). The growing destruction of the ozone layer, and the resulting dangers, can only
be resolved through a rapid global agreement to prohibit the production, use and freeing of all substances,
destroying the ozone layer.
AIDS: The origin of the rampantly spreading disease AIDS lies in Uganda/Africa, from where the disease had
spread to Haiti before finding its way to the whole world through sodomistically[1] perverted homosexuals.
AIDS came about through sodomistical actions with long-tailed monkeys, which naturally carry the AIDS virus
in themselves without being detrimental to them. The inception and transmission occurred through acts of
sodomy and later also through sodomistic-homosexual activities. The Plejaren have explained that a cure for
the disease may only be found by medical researchers on Earth when it is almost too late, as the disease will
have spread worldwide by then. They themselves have no medication for this exclusively earthbound disease.
Nuclear threat: The nuclear threat is a war-technical insanity of the human beings of Earth and in every sense
against the Creation and nature. Moreover, it is the monstrosity of schizophrenic, insane, war-game addicted
fools and psychopaths without a trace of responsibility. The military, as well as the peaceful use of nuclear
energy, have endless dangers inherent in themselves which the human beings of Earth will not be able to
control for a long time to come. Furthermore, radioactive radiations are released through the radioactive decay
which are still completely unknown to the earthly scientists of nuclear physics and which they cannot even
dream of.
The Situation of Earth: The situation of Earth is threatening, and indeed in many different aspects: concerning
the overpopulation, the military affairs and arms industry, the contamination of the entire world through poisons
of all kind and radioactivity, the felony, might politics, drug addiction, irrational religions, earth-wide
mismanagement in all areas, financial exploitation, etc., misuse of chemicals and poisons, terrorism, racial
hatred, human trafficking, prostitution, anarchism, irrational evocation of the dead, spirits and demons, acts of
war and revolutions, etc., etc. What can be done against this? First and foremost, an immediate reduction of
the earthly human population, through a humane form of a worldwide stop in births, with a subsequent followup of permanent birth control.
If no stop in births and no birth control is initiated to keep the number of human beings on Earth in bearable
limits (529 million would be the normal number of inhabitants on Earth), the problems will increase infinitely,
and one terrible thing will entail the next one because the human population grows continually and likewise the
problems and become unsolvable. At the same time, the elimination of various damages, according to their
cause and effect, is of irrevocable necessity and a most urgent requirement.
The Plejaren themselves suggested that the following important measures be taken to end the
destruction of Earth:
– As mentioned, for several years there must be an absolute stop in birth followed by a permanent birth
control.
– Immediate end of ALL exploitation of the earth, including the exploitation of the forests and the devastation
of entire landscapes, etc., until a bearable, acceptable level for the earth has been reached.
– Stop of all nuclear tests.
– Stop of production for the abuse of certain narcotic drugs, other drugs and nature- and life-damaging
chemicals and poisons and every misuse.
– Destruction of all existing nuclear power stations.
– Stop of mismanagement of any kind.
– Furthermore abolition of wrong politics and irrational religions in the current inadequate forms, which are
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against nature and the Creation.
– Formation of a global unity government in a unity-democratic form.
– Dissolution of all war-directed military blocks, and of all political and military secret services.
– Dissolution and prevention of all war activities and revolutions, etc.
– Abolition of the torture and the capital punishment and of all other life- and Earth-burdening and -affecting
badnesses and shortcomings of all kind.
– Formation of a worldwide and peoples-connecting and peoples-protecting troops of order and of security,
consisting of members from all existing peoples and races on Earth.
– Global spreading of the laws and recommendations of the Creation and the learning and following of the
resulting mode of life which is in accordance with the Creation and therefore also human and human-worthy.
– Worldwide furtherance and realisation of the compensation of all the created damages caused to the land,
forests, meadows, water, atmosphere, plants, human beings, animals and other creatures, and
microorganisms.

2nd Question:
Why are the Plejaren interested in the destiny of Earth?
Answer: The Plejaren are interested in the destiny of Earth because they feel responsible for the past
misdeeds, irrational teachings and irrational religions, misguidance and other badnesses which their
Lyranian/lyranischen and Vegan/weganischen ancestors presented and inflicted to the earth-born inhabitants in
the early days of the development of the human being of Earth. Already in those early days, the human beings
of Earth joyfully accepted the irrational teachings of the extraterrestrials and perfected them licentiously and
self-willingly, in their absolute own responsibility up to the point of ausartung, as this ausartung is in danger to
grow out of control in all kinds of fields. Therefore, the blame cannot be pushed solely onto the extraterrestrials,
but must mostly and explicitly be searched for in the complete willingness of the human beings of Earth,
because they invented and over-fulfilled the measure of all terrible things, whereas the extraterrestrials only
brought the bad things of the delusional leading. Nonetheless, the Plejaren feel responsible for the wrongdoing
of their very early ancestors, as well as for the incurring ausartungen of the human being of Earth who has
opened the floodgates to all this insanity through his/her conscienceless willingness and imperiousness, and
until now has been wallowing in terrestrial delightfulness and pleasures ever since.

3rd Question:
You had your first contact with extraterrestrials at the age of 5; afterwards you had been living for a long
time in India, as well as other places; apparently you had been prepared for your task. Why were you quasi
chosen for it?
Answer: In 1942, my first contacts with extraterrestrials began at the age of 5, with Sfath, the grandfather of
Semjase, the Plejaren female. Initially, I learned a lot through him and with him regarding the spiritual teaching
and existence and function of the creational laws and recommendations, as well as the use of the spirittelepathy, so in the sequel the communication between Sfath and myself became possible in this way. As of
1944, during many stays in his beamship, Sfath explained to me many things and informed me about important
data concerning many knowledge-fields, spiritual science, history, creational teaching and evolution-teaching,
occurrences and facts, etc., which I had to learn and store in my memory, and indeed mostly through
electronically induced deep hypnosis. He explained to me at a later date that due to our mutual efforts my
understanding had grown to that of a 35-year old person, even though in reality I was only 7 years old, and that
this knowledge would still increase manifold in the coming years. I was told that I would have – amongst all
human beings – the highest degree of knowledge concerning the creational-natural spiritual connections. (It
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must be understood that this does not refer to material-intellectual knowledge, therefore not to book- and
school-knowledge and not to pattern-knowledge, but it refers to the knowledge concerning the spiritual teaching
and spiritual science, the existence of the Creation and the existence, effect and use of creational energies; the
creational teaching and teaching of the origin, up to the evolution-teaching and the all-great-timely Absolutumteaching.) Also in later years I was deliberately taught and prepared for my task – namely the fulfilment of the
Mission and the contacts with the Plejaren – in many-sided kind and wise and in many countries of Earth and in
all kinds of knowledge-fields of spiritual and physical nature through different persons of terrestrial and
extraterrestrial origin.
Thus, the necessary requirements and capabilities for a senseful cooperation between me and the
extraterrestrials were created and renewed in accordance with previous lives, as this has been handled for the
Mission since time immemorial. Furthermore, the Plejaren are only able to maintain personal, i.e. physical
contacts with those human beings of Earth who have worked their way up to such a high consciousness-based
level of knowledge, as is necessary for a physical and telepathic contact and to be able to communicate
sensefully with the consciousness-based and also physically very highly developed Plejaren. So I am the only
human being on Earth who is able to maintain physical and telepathic contact with the Plejaren and other life
forms of the same evolutionary level. No other human being of Earth besides me is able and capable of doing
so, not even those whose spirit-forms originally did not come from Earth.
This is the reason why the Plejaren began to contact me early in my childhood to prepare me and make me
capable for my forthcoming contacts with them, because my spirit form had already been voluntarily active in
human bodies as teacher, proclaimer and prophet for millions of years in the Lyra-Vega systems and on Earth.
Since primeval times my spirit-form has – returning into the material sphere from a highly spiritual level ("Arahat
Athersata"-level) – carried out prophetic functions, already on LASAN and other planets of the Lyra and Vega
systems, in which case my spirit-form, under the former name NOKODEMJON, already then committed itself to
fulfil a necessary prophetical mission and function. This commitment – which includes as mission the tuition of
the human life form and the truth-bringing of the Creation-teaching, the creational laws and recommendations
and the spiritual teaching etc. – first extended on the human beings of the Lyra and Vega systems, and later
also on the human beings of the planet Earth and therefore also on all those many million successorpersonalities (with extraterrestrial spirit-forms) of those extraterrestrial immigrants who came – willingly or
unwillingly – to Earth from the Lyra and Vega systems and from the destroyed planet Malona in the SOL
system.

4th Question:
What do you think of the legend that 3 million years ago 144,000 Plejaren souls incarnated on Earth to
further the development of this planet?
Answer: This legend has no truth in it whatsoever. The first extraterrestrials who came to Earth were not
Plejaren but human beings from worlds which exist in another dimension in the area of the Lyra and Vega
systems. The first Lyranians/Lyraner, together with the Vegans/Weganer, came to Earth for the first time 22
million years ago. Their stay here was very brief and they took off to other star forms and planets, and their
further history remains mostly in the dark, although shock troops came to visit Earth every now and then.
Approximately 389,000 years ago, several million Lyranians/Lyraner and Vegans/Weganer again took off from
their home worlds, got into the space-time configuration of our dimension, and came to Earth where they mixed
with the earthly human life forms, created descendants in a normal kind and wise as well as through genetic
manipulations by genetic engineers. Through the normal procreation, lyranian-earthly mixed descendants came
into being, whereas through the genetic manipulation human-animals and animal-humans as well as giants,
titans and all sorts of other creatures were created. Over the hundreds and thousands of years these creatures
were displaced again or died out because they were not procreative or because the conditions of life were
deadly for them.
These many millions of Lyranians/Lyraner and Vegans/Weganer, who had left their home worlds, were headed
by 144,207 leader personalities and sub-leaders, etc., who ruled over their followers in a rather hierarchic form,
and this might they also transferred onto the human beings of Earth, with whom they had come together to
create descendants of various kinds. These 144,207 leader and sub-leader personalities were actually
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ringleaders who were then decisively responsible that lots of misdeeds, irrational teachings and irrational
religions could come up and take root on Earth and amongst human beings. But the leaders not only brought
terrible and erroneous things and misdeeds to Earth against their better knowledge, but also many good things
of the handicraft, the philosophy and the thinking, the medicine and technology and many other things.
Therefore these 144,207 spirit-forms of these ancient Lyranians/Lyraner and Vegans/Weganer were not
reincarnated on Earth from another planet in order to further the development of this planet and they were also
not Plejaren, but simply Lyranians/Lyraner and Vegan/Weganer. It was much later that the descendants of the
splinter space-traveller groups of Lyra and Vega called themselves Plejaren – these splinter groups stayed
away from Earth, while the other travellers from Lyra and Vega settled on Earth –, after suitable habitable
worlds had been discovered and colonised in the area of the Plejaren. These worlds, however, just like the
Lyranian/lyranischen and Vegan/weganischen planets, are located outside of our space-time configuration, so
therefore in another dimension, a mere fraction of a second off our space-time configuration. On the Pleiades
star cluster in our present time and space there exists no life whatsoever because the Pleiades are still at a
very early stage in their development.
Of course the immigrated Lyranians/Lyraner and Vegans/Weganer, as well as the 144,207 leader personalities
remained on Earth. Consequently they died over the course of time on Earth, in order to incarnate again and
again over all the time since then into human bodies on Earth, however, without any memory of their former
lives, as this is given for all human life forms through creational laws and recommendations, so that there will
be no chaos and confusion in the human thinking and feeling. Nonetheless, all these fallible ones who had
come to Earth, were unified by an Jschwjsch, and were taught all the necessary creational laws and
recommendations as well as guidelines, etc. through which the fallible ones, in particular the 144,207
ringleaders, agreed to make good again in later incarnations the damages wrought. At the same time, they
created a codex for themselves and all followers, through which they should suffer from severest measures if
they break from their oath of compensation and the thereof resulting mission. This codex has been created for
all the future times until the day the compensation will be completed. (In the meantime the codex has been
fulfilled and is, therefore, out of function [remark 1998].)
Therefore, the 144,207 human beings, besides countless followers, are integrated into this codex up to the
current time and far beyond into the future, in order to fulfil the mission of the compensation. In the new time,
the bearers of the codex are gathering anew, lead and guided through the impulses of the codex becoming
efficacious in them, through the teaching of the creational laws and recommendations, and through the help of
the Plejaren, who feel themselves jointly responsible for the fulfilment of this mission. I, Eduard Albert Meier,
called Billy, act as middleman between the Plejaren and the bearers of the codex as well as the majority of the
human beings of Earth. In ancient times, I, as human being with a higher developed spirit-form, offered myself
voluntarily for this mission and task and received an appropriate education. It is necessary to mention, that out
of the fact of the former 144,207 ringleaders and their history the wrong christian-religious and sectarian legend
of the supposed 144,000 chosen ones resulted, i.e. was invented. This was accomplished by irresponsible
sectarians in order to bind therethrough believers and other misguided followers to wrong religions and other
cults and sects, in order to be able to exploit them, in every possible form, to the last drop of blood.

6th Question:
For the Plejaren there is a difference between religion and spirit-knowledge. What do they, the Plejaren,
understand by spirit-knowledge, what do they believe in, what creational-natural consciousness-way do they go
and what do they practise?

Answer: The life of the Plejaren, their thinking, feeling, perceiving in a fine-spiritual wise, and acting, etc., is
only and exclusively directed towards the knowledge about the existence of the Creation and its truth in all
things, towards the fulfilling of the true laws and recommendations of the Creation and its guidelines. Their
entire efforts go on the sheer tracks of the knowledge, the love, truth, and wisdom, and not on questionable
paths of a macabre, enslaving religious belief robbing people of their spiritual freedom, and reeking of carrion,
badness and falseness.
Religions, in the sense of the current understanding of the human beings of Earth, are strange to the Plejaren.
A creator god, or whatever the various terrestrial cult religions call him, is completely far-from-the-truth and an
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abomination to the Plejaren. They cannot understand, why the human beings of Earth have not yet succeeded
– despite all the efforts in that direction – in bursting the cult-religious chains to finally taking upon themselves
and in their own responsibility and initiative the foreordination of their races – in their own upbuilding efforts and
according to creational guidelines – in order to start with the long overdue responsibility; namely with the true
evolution, in order to give enough consideration to the laws and recommendations of the Creation.
The life-way of the Plejaren goes straight-lined through the values of an enormous, creational-guidelinesdetermined, spiritual and technical knowledge in wisdom and ability, hardly acquired by themselves. Acquired
through the truth of the Creation, through the power of the spirit and through the creational laws and
recommendations, in their following and turning to all things in creational-pleasing pure love and with the
powers and wise advice of their JHWH (Jschwjsch); through all that, they have been able to keep the definitive
freedom amongst their peoples for over 50,000 years. Therefore, the Plejaren have been living a creationalnatural determined life for a very long time, and they vehemently reject the religions in an earth-human cultsense as illogic, contrary to the creational volition, wrong and consciousness-enslaving. Their philosophy is that
of the universal truth of the Creation and of the life of the Creation, and it is solely and exclusively directed
towards the truth of the existence and the BEING as well as the laws and recommendations of the Creation,
which in no kind and wise can be put on an equal footing with a godhead. As the highest power, the Creation
manifests the universal consciousness and the spirit of the spirit, all truth, wisdom and love, all logic and the
laws and recommendations and energies of the life, of the BEING and the all-timeliness. The Creation as
universal consciousness, is the origin of the life of all creations in its Creation-realm, so therefore in its
universe, which however is a universe of 1049 further different universes, which exist in endless number, in
endless space, and in endless time, in the highest Creation-form – the "Absolutes Absolutum".
Religion as the human being of Earth knows and practises it, in form of his/her worship of god, worship of
saints, and belief in gods, is an abomination to the Plejaren. They consider this form of religion something that
is at all times unprovable and contradicts all true and logical foundations of the creational laws and
recommendations and the rationality and the intellect and is built up on a blind belief based on cult activities
that are strange to the Creation, as well as irrational teachings, lies and falsifications. Religion in the sense and
understanding of the human being of Earth is completely against, strange to and breaking the true and primal
Creation-teaching and manifests a deprivation of the consciousness-based freedom of the human being. So
religion also represents a brutal, felonious and exploitative enslavement of the human consciousness, up to the
complete dependence, bondage and lack of will, all the way to the uncontrollable fanaticism and insanity,
pathological demonic obsession and complete irrational mental dumbing down.
Creational consciousness-based life of the human being means – expressed in more understandable words – a
conscious, creational-natural life of the human being or the life in the spirit in recognition of the Creation and
following of its laws and recommendations. This alone is also the only correct line which the Plejaren tread
regarding a philosophy of life and a creational directed mode of life which must be the final culmination-point for
the human being of Earth as well. Spiritual life of the human being or life in the spirit means, that a life form
shall direct his/her thinking, feeling and acting and his/her whole life solely and exclusively on the fundamental
truth of the spirit and therefore on the Creation and its laws and recommendations alone. Creation means love,
life, spirit, truth, wisdom, rationality and intellect, built upon creational laws and recommendations, which are
valid and absolutely unchangeable for the all-great-timeliness.
Only this life form who recognises the true knowledge about the Creation and the therefrom resulting spirit as
well as the creational laws and recommendations connected with it, makes them its own and follows them, this
life form alone lives rightly and according to the Creation. It means that this life form lives in true knowledge
about the truth and with the truth of the Creation and the spirit, in fulfilment of the creational, natural laws and
recommendations which are of universal validity, without any irrational and wrong belief in illogical belief-forms
that are against rationality and intellect.

7th Question:
With your name, Mr. Meier, one associates, particularly in the USA, the debate concerning your
fantastic photos and films. However, only a few people are inquiring into your message. What has gone wrong?
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Answer: The fact that something has gone wrong with the spreading of the Plejaren messages is only part of
the whole badness, because parallel to it, also the real mission of spreading of the truth concerning the
Plejaren, Lyranians/Lyraner, Vegans/Weganer and human beings of Earth and especially the teaching of the
spirit, the Creation-teaching, the existence of the Creation and the creational laws and recommendations and
guidelines as well as the messages and transmissions out of hight spirit-levels fell so much behind, that
everything only became known on the quiet. The actual source for the concealment of the full facts of the truth
and the actual mission lies in the first place by the sensation-hungry journalists of all kinds of public media who,
as a rule, do not dare to publish the truth and are afraid of being attacked, and who have – since the beginning
of the mission – only always taken an effort to make, out of the circumstances of the ufological facts, a onesided ufological sensation, without mentioning the actual important Mission connected with it. Therefore the
true Mission, which involves the existence of the UFOs and extraterrestrials, was kept secret towards the
public, because solely and exclusively with the UFO-hype, sensational stories of all kind in negative or positive
form could be found a buyer for. This hasn't changed up to now, because the public media is still directed
towards sensation, however not towards the spreading and naming of a Mission and truth, which – as the most
life-essential substance for the human life – shows a universal-creational philosophy concerning the existence
of the Creation and its laws and recommendations, and the fundamental requirement, that each life form, so
also the human being, solely and exclusively is – in every respect – self responsible for all and everything what
he/she thinks and does, and that he/she can only then live form-fulfillingly and exist in a right mode of life, if
he/she accepts the existence of the universal all-embracing Creation as Universal Consciousness and – in
following and making use of its laws and recommendations – lives and directs his/her life accordingly.
In second place concerning the going wrong of the spreading of the truth of the mission and the messages etc.
can be explained that, unfortunately, at the beginning not everything went smoothly, which however could be
solved as time went by.
The journalists of the public media only made full use of the facts about the ufological concerns related to the
extraterrestrials as well as my verifiably unique film, slide, metal and photo material etc. Scientific analysis were
made about my whole material as for films, slides and photos, which I was allowed to take, and for metal
samples which I received from the Plejaren, in which case the result of the analysis was that my whole material
is absolutely real and no falsification, and that they are to be classified as unique in the world, which gives a
hard fight especially to sectarian and pseudo-UFO investigators of all kind, above all in Germany, Switzerland
and America, and doesn't fit in no way their wrong concept which is against the truth. According to the positive
and truth-proving analysis of my films, slides, photos and metal samples etc. two large size illustrated books in
colour with lots of my beamship-photos and corresponding texts were published and spread over the whole
world, however in a purely sensational presentation, without mentioning the actual mission, the spiritual
teaching-based direction and the writings, books and messages connected to it. So everything was presented
and sensationally exploited in a purely ufological way, though which the importance of the Mission was
completely ignored, because solely and exclusively the UFO-hype was sensation-giving enough, in order to be
able to make profit.

8th Question:
You have many enemies, also and particularly in UFO circles. What do they have against you?
Answer: The circles of today’s so-called ufologists and supposed contact persons consist mostly of human
beings who do not work with the ufology and the truth within a reliable framework, rather they practise a pseudo
study of ufology, falsely pretend contacts in conscious lie, in irrational delusion or irrational deception, with
which they nourish and satisfy their lust for sensation, their sectarianism, their envy, their know-it-all attitude
and boastfulness, their self-confidence, their inferiority complexes or craving for recognition, and often enough
also their megalomania. In addition to these, there are all those supposed talented ones, the ones guided
through spirit leaders, the representatives of god, saints and Jesus; apostles, proclaimers of god and angels;
chosen ones, channellers, and other supposedly supernaturally talented ones, enlightened ones, seers,
prophets, and saviours by their own blessing, etc., who populate the world in masses and who manage to
charm, exploit those with low intelligence and the credulous ones of Earth and lie to them. Truthly, 99.9797% of
all claims in this regard – including supposed contacts with UFOs and extraterrestrials, those of the other world
and other-dimensioned ones etc. – are based on conscious swindle, on lie and deception or on pathological
chronically or sporadically occurring irrational schizophrenia or similar delusion-conditioned machinations.
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Actually, of 1 million claims concerning contacts, being enlightened, being chosen, transmittance of messages,
and so forth, only 203 (two hundred and three) correspond to the truth and reality, whereas 999.797 of 1 million
claims are swindle, lying and deception, cheat, delusion of all kind, or the product of pathological chronic or
sporadic schizophrenia. 203 out of a million does however only mean that this number would be – in the best
case – possible at the highest evolution-state, and then also only in impulse-telepathic form, therefore those
concerned wouldn't have any knowledge about their contacts/connections as a rule. So there exists today – in
2014, on the Earth of a humanity of 8.5 billions (8.5 thousand millions) terrestrials, who are still rather
underdeveloped in their consciousness – only one single real contact person to the Plejaren. (The other
persons – except myself – have died. Remark 1998.) Most of the human beings, who behave as my enemies,
come from circles of wannabe ufologists and supposed contacts of all kind, from know-it-alls, enviers,
sectarians and boastful ones etc. They begrudge and envy me my contacts with the Plejaren and they are of
the opinion that they themselves would be far more suitable to act as contact person than I. However, they are
not only badly informed about myself and my contacts and the related mission, and not at all about the
existence and activity of the spiritual levels, powers and laws and recommendations, as well as about their truth
and mode of functioning, but simply all too often not at all. Let alone, that they do not have the slightest idea
regarding the true existence of the Creation and its laws and recommendations as well as the connection of the
Creation, the spirit and the diverse levels and life forms. They do not consider that my contacts not only entail
fame and prominence as they assume and what they are inconsiderately and megalomaniacally lusting for, but
that this fame and prominence is also connected with all kinds of terrible unpleasantness, e.g. with altogether
22 (as per 2014) murder attempts, which have been carried out against me so far. Furthermore, these human
beings do not expect that they could be treated with hostility, as they are now showing towards me. Least of all
they consider that I not only had to fulfil the mission over many years and decades, but also in many lives
before and was taught in strict and hard form, and that I had to educate myself for decades in hardest work and
also with the help from outside in order to take the Mission over and bear and fulfil it at the appropriate time.
Primarily they only see that they themselves cannot play any role in any wise in connection with my mission.
On the one side this stirs up envy and hatred in them, and on the other side they are frustrated because they
cannot find an audience on a large scale for their irrational and wild speculations and sectarian delusions of the
brain. Typically enough, in all those circles I have no enemies where they deal with ufological concerns and the
creational, universal truth and teaching in a sincerely interested, honest and active wise.
Furthermore, they also envy my verifiably world's best UFO photographs (beamship-photos), films, slides and
metal as well as crystal samples, etc., and call them a falsification. This however always only by pseudoscientists, enviers, unhonest critics, know-it-alls and those who do not want the truth to be true and to accept it
in no wise, out of sectarian, religious, political, pseudo-scientific of whatever reasons ever. A further point of the
enmity against me is found in the argumentation that I unmask swindlers, liars, schizophrenics, psychopaths,
and cheaters etc. in questions of the UFOs, contacts with extraterrestrials, otherworldly ones and otherdimensioned ones, as well as channelling etc. by "talented ones" and other super-freaks; so I distance myself
from these people and do not hesitate to mention my knowledge and my experiences concerning my cognitions
about them clearly and make it openly known. And now, naturally, all swindlers, liars, cheaters, self-deluded
ones, psychopaths, insane ones. schizophrenics and other "talented ones", chosen ones, enlightened ones etc.
pretend – as my experience proves – , that they of course belonged to those 203 of one million asserting ones,
who told the truth – and at the same time they do not consider, that they therethrough accuse themselves all
the more of lying and also manifest it.

9th Question:
Many famous people came to see you, such as Shirley McLaine, Hermann van Veen, and Elisabeth
Kübler-Ross, among others. What did they want to know and what did you give them to take along?
Answer: The reasons why well-known people visit me are different from one person to the next. Some people
want to see me because they hope to have their personal opinions and philosophies confirmed, while others
come out of an honest, personal interest for the mission, the teaching, and contacts, etc. Others visit me hoping
they can connect their sectarian and wrong assumptions with the true spiritual teaching, in order to gain more
importance for themselves towards third parties.
Shirley McLaine was at the the Center for a 5-day visit, i.e. from October 2 to October 7, 1981, accompanied by
Solo, a dark-skinned man, and with Lee Elders and his wife. During these days she monopolised me and
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questioned me daily for several hours concerning my mission, the Creation-teaching and spiritual teaching,
universal philosophy, and spiritual and creational laws and recommendations as well as their mode of
functioning and effect etc. Everything that we discussed and all my tuition she wrote down very neatly and
recorded everything on audiotape. In her explanations she wrote about it, and later on – obviously encouraged
through my tuition and the revelations rich in substance – she published at least her book ‹Out on a Limb›.
However, she no longer kept to the given truths, information and tuitions in any wise, instead, she arbitrarily
made blatant changes and falsifications to the teaching and the truth which no longer have any connection to
the truth of the Creation and the spiritual teaching, but comply with pure figments of the imagination and derive
from sources, that are having a real struggle with the truth and who live in complete unknowledge of the truth
because they are based on widespread irrational teachings. Although Shirley McLaine apparently didn't feel so
well when stating her twisted assertions, she nevertheless didn't have the courage to call everything by its right
name and to describe her experiences as they in reality happened. She falsified my name and transferred the
story and the talks, my tuition and given teaching fantasy-rich and without hesitation to South America, gave
me a wrong, but common name over there, and played up my talks with her as well as the given tuition and
teachings to an untrue and strange story. Apparently driven by a pathological craving for fame beyond death,
she fantasised a knowledge and supposed information, tuition and teachings about the true spiritual teaching,
the reincarnation and about former lives etc., which are in no wise – not even roughly – derived from the
creational-natural truth and do therefore truthly not correspond to the truth. She didn't get the slightest hint from
me on previous lives concerning her person or spirit-form. Such claims are pure invention.
Elisabeth Kübler-Ross (a well-known doctor from Switzerland who lived in the United States – translator's
note), who visited me for one afternoon with her sister, is tending in a similar direction as Shirley McLaine.
Elisabeth Kübler-Ross came to me with a preconceived sectarian conviction regarding god and the
reincarnation and the life after the death, etc., like Shirley McLaine, and apparently she was hoping I would
corroborate her belief in her own predominant form. As it seemed, she was trying to connect her wrong, strictly
religion-conditioned and untenable conclusions concerning previous lives, life after death and a spirit-guide who
is leading her, with the spiritual teaching, in order to get a solid foundation for her ghost stories. An attempt that
failed miserably, because the truth is and remains the truth for all all-great-time, and it can neither be bent nor
adjusted to any crazy ideas, delusional constructions, machinations or irrational teachings etc. or be mixed up
with them.
The only prominent visitor who contacted us and who obtained all information and all writings without
afterwards bartering them away or otherwise falsifying them negatively, is Hermann van Veen. In his songs
there is to be recognised an honest and sincere occupation with and careful study of the spiritual teaching and
the truth, the laws and recommendations of the Creation, and life. And with his songs and performances he
carries a part of the message of the truth into the world at the best of his ability. Of all the many prominent ones
who have got in contact with me, he is one of the few of whom one cannot say something negative or
reprehensible concerning a misuse of the teaching of the truth, of the life, of the spirit and the Creation and as
an honest human being and one who is striving for being human in the real and true sense.
The difference between a well-known and famous personality and the others, the so called normal human
beings only lies therein, that it is easier for the prominent ones to go public with there wrong or right opinion,
and that it is believed to be true by the broad public quicker and to a greater extent, than it would be and is the
case with "ordinary mortals".
I can only give the well-known and famous ones of this world a piece of advice for life which I also offer to all
other human beings, namely the tuition about the existence of the Creation and the spirit, and the creational
laws and recommendations which lead to the true humanity, and indeed by the way of the truthly truth, the
nature, the spiritual teaching, the peace, freedom and love, the wisdom and knowledge and the sense and
purpose of life which lead towards the culmination point of all evolution, and that is the fulfilment of life, the
completion of all teaching and the oneness with the Creation-spirit.

10th Question:
There are now all kinds of reports about extraterrestrial activities and contacts, e.g., with the "AshtarCommando," UMMO, or the "Galactic Union." What do the Plejaren have to say about that?
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Answer: All reports and statements about supposed contacts by human beings of Earth with extraterrestrials of
a so-called "Galactic Union," a group called UMMO, or with the much-cited and supposed "ASHTARCommando," are based on swindle, lies, cheating, and schizophrenic delusional constructions, as it is the case
with any form of channeling and countless other horror stories of supposed contacts. Out of a million of claims
about supposed contacts with extraterrestrials and other-dimensioned ones, etc., only 203 correspond to the
truth – in other words, there is approximately 1 real contact per 5000 false claims (status as of 1998).
And one thing is for sure and a decisive sign: everything that is – during any kind of supposed contacts –
religiously or even sectarianly founded, is to be recognisable right from the beginning as swindling, lying and
deception, insane delusion construction, cheating or schizophrenia. The true love and the teaching of the spirit
and of the Creation know of no religion in a cultic sense, but solely and exclusively of the all-embracing and alluniversally valid truth of the Creation and the spirit.
Concerning Ashtar Sheran, there is yet to say that this name on Earth is regarded as a pseudonym for the
extraterrestrial rowdy and felon ARUSEAK and that this extraterrestrial iniquitously and feloniously was
activating on Earth; this is why he and his followers were banished a long time ago through Lyranian/Lyraner,
Vegan/Weganer and Plejaren security forces in another dimension, very far and without possibility to return,
and also exempt from all their means of travel of technical and spiritual kind, so for him and his comrades
neither in spiritual nor in material form a contact with Earth, with human beings of Earth or other life forms in
our space-time configuration was possible. Later, Aruseak alias Ashtar Sheran and his followers had tasks
which were determined, guided, and controlled by the Plejaren, Lyranians/Lyraner, and Vegans/Weganer,
which, however, did not include tasks or contacts on Earth any more. All contradictory claims are only lies,
phantasies, delusion constructions, schizophrenia, etc.
When, in 1983, Asthar Sheran fell back into his old craving for might and tried to gain dominance over Asket’s
people and attacked them, he and his followers were killed in the DAL Universe.

11th Question:
If you had to summarise the Plejaren message in a few words what would it be?
Answer: Leading back the earthly humankind from the guidance into the unreal and wrong mode of life, wrong
philosophies and the turning-away from the creational laws and recommendations and the ausartungen in all
fields of badness, shortcomings, irrational religions and deviancies of all kind etc. – brought about through the
old Lyranians/Lyraner and Vegans/Weganer, and which were created willingly, joyfully, irresponsibly and
consciencelessly through the human being of Earth – towards the right mode of life which is in accordance with
the creational laws, recommendations and guidelines.

An Answer to an Unasked Question
by Billy, Switzerland

What capabilities and prerequisites must one possess for establishing contact with the Plejaren, higher spirit
forms, and for the fulfilment of the mission?
The high and heavy task of the mission-fulfilling – which includes as an inherent part the contacts to
extraterrestrials and also to high and highest spirit-levels as well as the proclaimerhood, the truth-recognition
and truth-spreading, and many other extremely important tasks – demands from the mission-bearer utmost
ethical righteousness and greatest moral ripeness. An absolute amount of integrity and loyalty towards the
mission, the Creation and its laws and recommendations and towards other human beings is of fundamental
importance before all other things. Apart from these two outstanding characteristics, the following is also
necessary: absolute trustworthiness, secrecy, sense of responsibility, fulfilment-consciousness and fulfilmentstriving as well as firmness of the character; faithfulness to the Creation and to its laws and recommendations;
faithfulness to the spiritual guidelines, duties and circumstances as well as to the general evolutionary task,
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given to the human being by the Creation. This is necessary, as well as the relatively absolute fulfilling –
exemplary for the human being – and relatively absolutely fully-developed realisation of all creational laws,
recommendations, guidelines, duties and rights into the material human life in every conceivable situation. The
fulfilment-willingness and fulfilment-power which are based on the respect for the Creation and the duties and
task, given from the Creation to the human being, and on the universally embracing love to all creations of the
Creation are the necessary basis for all further characteristics, capabilities and requirements which are
imposed on a prophet and proclaimer through the mission. Further to these values, the following is necessary:
fighting-courage concerning the mission-fulfilment and achieving the fulfilment of all creational laws and
recommendations in the personal field, and also complete undauntedness, unbribableness, steadfastness and
patience as well as understanding and lenience, greatest delicacy of feeling, fine-spiritual perceptiveness, deep
feelings for others and extensive inner greatness and modesty in all fields and concerns. Without these
characteristics, which correspond to actual personal qualities and those based on one's own inner nature, it
would be unconceivable in the first place that the task of the mission-fulfilling could be taken into account even
in the least. If only one of these aptitudes were missing or not fully developed, then the danger would be too
great not to be able to withstand all hostilities whatsoever. To these hostilities not only belong the casting
doubts of the personal loyalty and trustworthiness as well as direct and indirect attacks on the life and honour
of the mission-bearer, but also the various attempts and possibilities to elicit secret and very high standing
knowledge out of the knowledge-bearer, get it out, wheedle it out, coax it out, or extort it from him, even if the
human being of Earth is far from being ripe enough for this knowledge for a long time to go, and therefore could
foment heaviest damage or could even suggestively and forcefully bring about the absolute destruction of
Earth.
This very highly rated level of human and personal advantages and strengths is widened and added through a
never ending thirst for knowledge, through scientific compulsion and willingness to learn concerning spiritual
and universal-creational laws and recommendations, cognitions, experiences, assessments, and the creation
of new knowledge etc. This willingness to learn and the intelligence which is primarily directed towards spiritual
and creational questions are endlessly superior to the material-intellectual intelligence – as it is demanded for
instance from scientists and researchers in material areas etc. – and the material willingnessto learn and
material intelligence. They must be evolved so far that therefrom the capability can grow to autonomously
acquire the relatively absolute creational and spiritual truth as well as all given universal-creational and spiritual
guidelines, laws and recommendations, laws of nature, truths and wisdoms out of one's own accord and own
initiative without the slightest outer help from fellow human beings and their knowledge and ability and without
any literature. This willingness also includes the autodidactic study of all human misbehaviours, consciousnessbased illnesses and all possible consequences of states of delusion, mania, sporadic and chronic
consciousness-alterations and consciousness-splittings etc. and their pointing out and relentless and
unbribable mentioning, if someone tries to pursue dishonest results therewith. All willingness to learn would be
useless without absolute clear-sightedness concerning human beings and their reasons and motives, and also
without reality-relatedness and without complete intellectual and consciousness-based self-control.
This self-control has to be thus far characteristic and acquired by hardest self-study, that the own thoughts at
any time and in absolute every situation can be – down to the smallest iota – kept under control and shielded,
so that not the tiniest negative swinging wave of a thought or feeling is radiated or passed to the surrounding,
which requires that a completely neutral and unprejudiced attitude in all situations, towards all circumstances,
experiences and life-forms is worked out and becomes – as fundamental attitude – second nature to the human
being concerned. This self-control, paired with the mastery of the primary and spirit-telepathy, is the main
requirement in order to be suitable as contact-person for contacts with the Plejaren and higher spirit-forms. The
Plejaren – who are ahead of the evolution of the human being of Earth in spiritual and consciousness-based
form by some 30 million years and therethrough vastly superior to the development of the human being of this
Earth – master not only the primary telepathy – which the terrestrial human being of the present time just starts
discovering and learning in the first tendencies –, but in the first place and mainly they only make use of the
higher spirit-telepathy, the range of which is endless. But because of this and through their evolutive superiority
and comprehensive spiritual education and faithfulness to the creational laws, the swinging waves of the
Plejaren are intensive and highly frequented to such an extent that they absolutely cannot get in touch with the
normally developed human beings who are in conformity with the terrestrial evolution-standard. On one hand,
the Plejaren would aggressively be attacked by the still coarse swinging waves of the human being of Earth, –
which could cause unforeseeable consequences for life and limb –, and on the other hand they themselves
would have an effect on the human being of Earth like an irresistible magnet, through which they would fall in
absolute dependence and bondage for them. This dependence, resulting from a sudden incompatibility towards
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normal swinging waves of human beings of Earth, would trigger a one-sided compulsion to fulfil the laws and
recommendations of the Creation, far beyond the extent bearable for the human being of Earth. Unschooled
human beings of Earth would have nothing to set against this compulsion for creational harmony, because they
do not or only partly and inadequately possess or have developed those characteristics – which are absolutely
necessary for the mission-bearer –, as a result of which they would unresistingly fall for the high-frequented
harmony and equalisedness of the Plejaren and the swinging wave of love of high and highest spiritual levels
and would make the normal life, as it is given on our Earth, a complete stranger to themselves and thus would
make themselves incapable of life as well. These facts demand stringently a special and extremely hard and
un-lenient schooling for that human being of our Earth whose spirit-form has – due to tens of thousands of
years long experience and proof in earlier lives and in equally directed missions – been chosen by the Plejaren
and counsellors even standing higher to them to act as contact-person and therefore to take over, bear and
fulfil the mission of the truth-bringing and truth-spreading. Solely this human being, whose spirit-form by the
name of Nokodemjon has come back into the material world out of the levels of "Arahat Athersata", has the
right to resume this, his entirely own duty, to fulfil it and to call himself a prophet in the full extent and in the
deepest sense of the word, concerning all other human beings in similar task and missions.
Update of existing translations: Mariann Uehlinger
Translation: Mariann Uehlinger
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Sodomy = sexual actions between human beings and animals

